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clover efi has a feature called custom preference pane, you can also find this feature on other boot loaders like bkdr or taig. now you can customize your custom clover efi according to your need. you can change the clover theme, you can change the number of log files that clover efi should keep. also you can adjust the
amount of time to make a backup. also in clover efi, you can download new theme to change the look of your clover efi. now i am going to install macos mojave on my pc-hackintosh. below you will find a video tutorial that walks you through the process of installing macos mojave on a pc-hackintosh using the clover

bootloader. i hope you enjoy this tutorial as much as i did. this tutorial assumes you have a basic understanding of: • safe efi updates • using boot disk creator • using the terminal • using macports or fink to install software the tutorial assumes that you have a working pc-hackintosh and os x install, as well as a valid apple id,
and a registered apple developer program account. note: the custom preference pane feature of clover efi is only available with the 10.8.3 build of the software, and not the 10.2 build that shipped with the 10.2 macos high sierra installer, so this tutorial will only be applicable to those who own 10.3 software. note: the custom

preference pane feature of clover efi is only available with the 10.8.3 build of the software, and not the 10.2 build that shipped with the 10.2 macos high sierra installer, so this tutorial will only be applicable to those who own 10.3 software.
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Well I have downlaoded and installed prerelease OpenEFI.. After my upgrade from High Sierra to Mojave I lose access to booting via my hard drive. The path /System/Installation/Packages/OSInstall.mpkg appears to be missing or damaged. I managed to find App Store High Sierra on the web downloaded it took the OS Install
from it and replaced it in the USB that hat made it work installing. Right now everything works except from booting directly from hard drive without USB. I would like to configure in the clover to load from hard drive but in the EFI folder thes no clover and config.plist. In the EFI thes only EFI, APPLE and no clover map Is there
any other way to configure high Sierra to boot from hard drive I tried with multibeast but it completely damaged my hard drive. Thanks Ok, so thats what I did to be able to install. Since the The path /System/Installation/Packages/OSInstall.mpkg appears to be missing or damaged. I managed to find App Store High Sierra on
the web downloaded it took the OS Install from it and replaced it in the USB that hat made it work installing. Right now everything works except from booting directly from hard drive without USB. I would like to configure in the clover to load from hard drive but in the EFI folder thes no clover and config.plist. In the EFI thes

only EFI, APPLE and no clover map Is there any other way to configure high Sierra to boot from hard drive I tried with multibeast but it completely damaged my hard drive. Thanks You also need to configure the Clover Bootloader, its configuration file is /EFI/CLOVER/config.splist. You can modify this file to change Clover
theme, SMBIOS, Arguments My computer has a NVIDIA Quadro 1000M, I was unable to boot (hang apple) until it disabled.If you also experience the same issue, you can disable the Nvidia graphics card by editing its configuration file. 5ec8ef588b
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